Localized versions of software and technology systems are often more complex to manage and maintain than centralized versions. As a result, organizations often spend significant resources on maintaining and upgrading these systems.

McKinsey

By 2025, 60% of the new custom business applications will be built using reusable business services via a shared curated component catalog or marketplace.

Gartner®, Predicts 2023: Composable Applications Accelerate Business Innovation

Power persistent personalization with Mendix Solutions Kit

Mendix Solutions Kit empowers organizations to deliver and control cloud-native solution instances adapted to unique needs, whether regulations or processes.

- Protect the common core of your solution to prevent modifications to main functionality
- Adapt and extend the solution for unique requirements of each instance
- Upgrade instances frictionlessly, even after customization
- Provide more predictable and successful solution upgrades
- Visualize impacts of an upgrade and select whether to maintain current state or accept the improved solution version
- Gain unprecedented insights with feedback loops to each instance, providing visibility into how solutions are adapted & extended

Build once, deploy anywhere, customize as needed, maintain with ease
Did your organization build a solution with the potential to disrupt your industry?

Monetize your software builds, create a new revenue stream, and enable differentiated experiences with the Mendix ISV Program.

- Extend an existing solution with Mendix
- Build a full solution on Mendix
- Embed Mendix into your solution

Mendix ISV Program provides guided enablement, technical support, marketing assistance, flexible contracts, and access to the Mendix, Siemens, and strategic partner ecosystems.
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